
Wildfires and Communities 
	  
A retired firefighter saved his home and family by preparing his property and “firewising” his 
home.  
 
David Loveland was a retired fire fighter who had been preparing his property for a wildfire for 
years in hopes that he would never have to experience one, but would be prepared, should one 
happen. On November 28, 2016, David and his wife Kathleen were watching the news, from 
their home outside of Pigeon Forge, Tennessee. That evening before the atrocious fire, the news 
indicated that “there was nothing burning in town”. They decided to stay at their home and wait 
it out, in hopes that the local news was right. Later that evening they went outside and noticed 
the ridge above their home in the direction of Gatlinburg was on fire. They spotted flying embers 
streaking overhead. The couple got in the car and headed out the winding, narrow road only to 
find that it was blocked by a fallen tree. Quickly they turned around and went back home, with 
the realization that there was no other way out of the community. Homes dotting the top of the 
ridge above and below them were already engulfed in flames.  
 
A tree limb fell over the power lines, leaving them with no electricity back at their home. They 
had a backup generator, but quickly found out that it was malfunctioning. Thankfully he had 
been working for the past 10 years to clear brush (fuel) away from his home. With only the water 
pressure that was left in the hose, a battery powered leaf blower, and garden tools, he and his 
wife were as ready as they could be for the fire.  
 
Over the years, Mr. Loveland had been trying to reduce the fuel-load in the woods, and was 
trying to keep space open and clear around his house. He stated that “We are bound to get a fire 
at some point; and, when it happens, I wanted to do everything possible to reduce the chance for 
ignition.” His simple labor-intensive strategy saved the couple’s lives. “I am convinced it gave us 
a chance” he said. “Without having done this, it would not have mattered. Our house would just 
be one more foundation left out here.” The burned areas a few yards from his doorstep indicated 
just how close the fire was to catching fire. “I would be working in the back to blow away hot 
spots, then I would have to dash to the front and there would be two feet of leaves blown across 
the front of the house. Then it was back to the back to get the hot spots.” It went on that way for 
hours. Kathleen, was outside spotting points where the fire was getting close while David was 
working to fight back hot spots on the other side of the house. “I don’t think I ever got to a point 
of despair”, he said. “I was too focused on the task I had to do at that second. I realized if the 
house burnt, we were probably not going to make it. So, suddenly I had a whole lot of adrenaline 
and a whole lot of incentive to put out every hot spot”. A light rain came around 11:30 p.m., and 
he could sit down in a lawn chair to rest for a moment. He had received a call from a neighbor 
who was out of town and wanted to know about his place. David walked to the foundation that 
was left of that residence and sent the neighbor a picture of what was left of the home. As the 
sprinkle started to leave, it was back to work until around 4:00 a.m. when a more substantial rain 
came which finally gave the Loveland’s a chance to sleep.  
 
The string of houses on the ridge burnt to the ground as did the houses down the side of the hill 
leading to the valley below. A burnt skeleton of a car sat next to the spot where the tree had 
fallen and blocked the road, preventing their escape. “They apparently tried to get out after we 



did”, he said. One of their neighbors had just finished having some trees cleared, but the cut trees 
hadn’t been removed from the property and the home was the first to burn to the ground. The 
17,000-acre blaze should be a lesson for people as they rebuild here. David stated “the possibility 
of the fire happening again is very real, it is part of living in a wild land. You are just going to 
have to accept the fact that leaf litter burns. You are living in an area that is available to burn 
regularly with the leaf litter that falls each year.”  

David and Kathleen Loveland can testify that home preparation using Firewise principles work 
and can save your home and your life! For more information on preparing your home or 
community for wildfires, please contact Blue Ridge RC&D: Jonathan Hartsell 
(hartselljonathan@gmail.com) 828.284.9818, or your North Carolina Forest Service County 
Ranger. 

Toe Talk is a monthly article series sponsored by the Toe-Cane Partnership highlighting 
watershed and community news. The Toe-Cane Partnership is working to improve water quality 
and gain associated economic benefits in the watershed by providing education and technical 
resources and implementing on-the-ground projects. For more information, see us on Facebook: 
http://www.facebook.com/ToeCanePartnership/ 
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